
The Things They Carried 
Soundtrack Mini-Project 

 
Task: Create a mini-soundtrack to The Things They Carried demonstrating deep understanding of the 
passages you have chosen.  
 
Elements: You will choose a minimum of four chapters in the text. For each chapter, you will 
choose one song that represents the moral (message), mood, and/or themes of the book present in 
that chapter. Your soundtrack must contain an element of cohesion – there must be something that 
ties all of your songs together, something that relates them to each other as well as to the book as a 
whole.  
 
When choosing your songs, think about:  

What moral or message is O’Brien conveying in this chapter? How is it related to the lyrics and 
music in your chosen song?  
 

What is the mood and tone of this chapter? How are they related to the mood/tone of your song? 
Does your chosen song deliberately contrast the mood of the chapter to make a point? Does it 
match the mood?  
 

What themes of the book are highlighted in this chapter? How are they also present in your song 
choice?  
 

How does the genre of the song you chose relate to what you want to convey to your listener 
about the chapter?  
 

How do the specific lyrics of the song highlight the mood, moral or theme you’re relating it to?  
 

Is your intent to highlight the real-ness of the events of the chapter, or the unreal-ness?  
 
How does this song help the reader more deeply understand the mood/message, and/or theme of 
the chapter?  
 
How are you going to unify your song choices –  by genre, theme, artist, or something else?  

 
Structure:  
Page 1: Cover (your name, project title, and an image or images that relate to your soundtrack and analysis of the  

book) 
Pages 2 – 9:  

Even numbered pages (left hand sides): printed song lyrics with written annotations/analysis (include 
title, performer AND lyrics credit/s)  
Odd numbered pages (right hand sides): Text links and written analysis (ID the passage by title, whether 
it’s mood, moral or theme, and thorough explanation of how your chosen song best fits the passage – this 
means provide text-based analysis of the chapter AND the song AND articulate the relationship between 
the two). 

Page 10 (the back): A statement (no longer than a paragraph) explaining the way in which your songs are related –  
to each other AND to the text as a whole.  

 
 
Due – all work done and typed: Friday, February 17  
Due – booklet assembled: Tuesday, February 21 (You will also have 
brainstorming for your synthesis paper to do Feb 17-20) 


